Light-induced interaction between rhodopsin and GTP-binding protein leads to the hydrolysis of GTP in the rod outer segment.
In the presence of exogenous GTP, vertebrate whole rod outer segments (ROS), with perforated plasma membranes in the "single particle" scattering range, elicit a light-induced light-scattering transient which we call the "G" signal. Here, we report on the characteristics of the "G" signal relative to the "binding" and "dissociation" signals reported by Kuhn and colleagues. Replacing GTP with guanylyl imidodiphosphate (GMP-PNP) does not give rise to the G signal. This indicates that hydrolysis of the terminal phosphate is required for the G signal and, in addition, GTP and GMP-PNP compete for the same binding site of the enzyme responsible for the G signal (i.e., GTP-binding protein). Also, neither GDP nor its nonhydrolyzable analogue, guanosine 5'-O-(2-thiodiphosphate), when present in ROS suspensions yield any light-scattering transient in the time period tested.